
Visible Mechanism of Immunity Failure by Trojan Covid Virus. 2021/8/19
Infection Rise with (incomplete)Vaccination Rise are a co-body,which is fatal at now and
also coming awful time of massive immune collapse patients(AIDS=HIV)in the world !!!!

Now many advanced nation has been accomplishing the mass vaccination,but while the
infection has become more rising,Why so ??
Certainly the vaccine intercept biding between virus & receptor(ACE2 at various organ
surface),so no symptom or no aggravation<pseudo health recovery>.However it is not
completion of real health recovery.There is final disposing process of the disabled virus by
natural immune cell's eating the foreign matter<=disabled virus>.Then it is immune cell that
are eaten by the disabled virus=Trojan virus generated by incomplete antibody due to the
vaccine.By eating immune cells,the Trojan virus proliferate by mRNA copying in immune
cells.Eating organ cells by virus cause ill symptom,however nothing ill symptom by eating
immune cells for the first infection time being.After incubation time,............
http://777true.net/No-Symptom-but-Carrying-Virus-Proliferated-by-Trojan-COVID-Virus.pdf

[１]:Infection Case of Who Has already Antibody due to Vaccine,or Natural Infection.
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Trojan virus the decieving entry to immune cell is to proliferate in infected cell by mRNA
copying(eating host cell,so causing something damage=cytopathic).
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[２]:It is only Eradicating Virus that Can Cease Covid Fire by All People Testing.
As a conclusion,vaccines causing silent Trojan virus(ADE)is dangerous enough.
⑴Once vaccinated people is infected,they may be no ill symptom for a while,
However,they would become silent virus spreader due to silent virus proliferation.
⑵If they failed to know own infection for long time,their role would become fatal.
⑶If they failed to know own infection for long time,their immune become fatal(ADE).

⑷Thereby,also vaccinated people need periodic testing same as no vaccinated ones.
⑸If they could know own infectionm,drugs could be effective to Eradicate Virus in them.
Those details should be asked to the experts.

India’s Ivermectin Blackout. Censorship of Peer-reviewed Analysis
Ivermectin Wins in India
https://www.globalresearch.ca/india-ivermectin-blackout/5753079
News of India’s defeat of the Delta variant should be common knowledge. It is just about as
obvious as the nose on one’s face. It is so clear when one looks at the graphs that no one
can deny it.

⑺After all,It is only Eradicating Virus that Can Cease Covid Fire by All People Testing..
How one Italian town fought coronavirus,The evidence is clear:
Mass testing for the virus is the key to its eradication – and to saving lives.
https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/home-italian-town-fought-coronavirus-20032611
0756424.html?xif=;utm_medium=article_page&utm_campaign=read_more_links
Full testing is the only way in which countries will gain a clear picture of the actual numbers
who have the virus and, therefore, how many people risk infecting others without even
knowing they are doing it.

  e most drastic confinement in the western world
https://www.francetvinfo.fr/replay-radio/un-monde-d-avance/la-nouvelle-zelande-a-quasiment-re
mporte-la-bataille-contre-le-coronavirus_3912391.html
“Detect toward the last patient like as searching needles in a haystack” .
New Zealand has adopted drastic containment since March 26. With one goal: not to stop the
spread of the disease, but to eradicate it completely. the government has decided to stop
everything, Everything was closed: schools, offices, beaches, bars, restaurants, even for takeout.
Visitors arriving from abroad were all placed in quarantine. the government does not intend to
relax its effort. " We will continue to search for the last cases like needles in a haystack,
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